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Netflix Clone is a free streaming service that 

allows members to watch TV shows and 

movies on an internet-connected device. Our 

platform offers a user-friendly interface, 

allowing you to dive into a vast array of 

movies and series effortlessly. With features 

like user registration, content management, 

and dynamic data visualization, Netflix Clone 

transforms the way you experience 

entertainment. 

My website consists of several pages the first page is the home 

page that contain some sections the first section contain the banner 

images with the navbar and other sections contain movie images 

with button to show movie video file these sections are latest movies 

and latest series with animations each of them are organized by 

categories on movie page the list of all movies will be shown and on 

series page all uploaded series will be shown also there is a search 

bar the user can use it for searching for movies the website is 

managed be the admin which can add new category and upload 

movies and series also update or delete them ,there is a super 

admin dashboard that can add or delete admins 

My website consists of two part the first part is 

client side(front end) which interacts with users 

and the second part is server side(back end) 

which interacts with web server(it is a server 

where the website is hosted and the database 

My project is a video streaming website where user can easily 

sign-in/sign-up to the site the home page contain of some 

sections that organized with categories by clicking on a movie 

also a search bar for searching for movies also the website is 

fully responsive  
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